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PRESENTATION BACKGROUND
� World is undergoing through severe environmental crisis which

has put human civilization virtually at the verge of extinction.

� Climatic changes and climatic variability(Global Warming)
has increased the incidences of soil erosion, landslides, cloud
bursts, earthquakes and shifting of river courses. Such type of
hazardsanddisastershaveput a seriousquestionmark on thehazardsanddisastershaveput a seriousquestionmark on the
well-being of humans.



�In order to reduce the impact of natural hazards , we need to
have a basic understanding of landformevolution, their
configuration and environmental factors involved, giving rise to
Natural Geographic Regions with discernable physical and
social environment.social environment.

In the backdrop of this reality, I amhere to interact with you
on Disasters and their impacts on humans in India.



�The Asia-Pacific region experiences nearly 60 per cent of the
world's natural disasters.



�India, on account of its geographical position,
climate and geological setting, is the worst affected
locale of disaster in the South Asian region with
drought and floods, earthquakes, land slides, cyclones
epidemics, accidents and others devastate the country
with grim regularity year after year. Of the 35 stateswith grim regularity year after year. Of the 35 states
and union territories, 22 are disaster-prone and are
spiraling out of control, increasing in frequency,
causing more and more injury, disability, disease and
death, adding to the health, economic and social
burden of an already impoverished nation.



�At global levelHurricane Harvey in 2017 was an extremely

destructive Atlantic hurricane which became the first major

hurricane to make landfall in the United States since Wilma in

2005, ending a record 12-year span in which no hurricanes

made landfall at such an intensity in the country.

�Two human induced disastersoccurred during the Hajj�Two human induced disastersoccurred during the Hajj
pilgrimage at Saudi Arabia in Oct.2015.

�The other in was China factory explosion of 2nd August 2014
claiming about twenty per cent of its work force of total of 450
.

�On 4th August 2014, again in China in the wee hours an earth
quake of 6.1 magnitude has caused destruction all over.



�At regional level, the Kashmir Floods of
Sept.2014 and Pune land slide of 29th July 2014
claiming lives' in 100’s. In Pune Malin village,
where it struck has disappeared and turned in to a
mass of red soil.

�Floodthreatsto India is abig concernat present.�Floodthreatsto India is abig concernat present.





DISASTER
“A disaster is defined as any occurrence that cause
damage, ecological disruption, loss of human life,
deteriorationof health and health serviceson adeteriorationof health and health serviceson a
scale, sufficient to warrant an extraordinary
response fromoutside the affected community or
area”.(WHO)



Risk = Hazard x Vulnerability
The probability of 
harmful consequences, 
or expected losses, 
deaths, injuries, 
property, livelihood, 

A potentially damaging 
physical event, 
phenomenon or human 
activity that may cause 
the loss of life or injury 

The conditions 
determined by physical, 
social, economic and 
environmental factors or 
processes which increase 

The risk of disaster is expressed by a compound function of natural hazard
and the number of people, characterized by their varying degrees of
vulnerability to the specific hazard, who occupy the space and time of
exposure to the hazard event

property, livelihood, 
economic activity 
disrupted or 
environment damaged 
resulting from 
interactions between 
natural or human 
induced hazards and 
vulnerable conditions.

the loss of life or injury 
property, livelihood, 
economic activity 
disruption or 
environment 
degradation.

processes which increase 
the susceptibility of a 
community to the impact 
of hazards.



A DISASTER - Arises from factors like; 

�NATURAL
�MAN MADE�MAN MADE
�ACCIDENT
�NEGLIGENCE.

Results in substantial loss in terms of human casualties
and infrastructural damage at times beyond the coping
capacity of the community of the affected area



�Natural disasters are so powerful that they may
cause damage to the shape of the land or to the lives
of people and other living things.

�Great changeshappendeepinside the Earth and�Great changeshappendeepinside the Earth and
effects are observed on its surface.
(Earthquakes,Volcanoes,Mountain building etc)

�The changes on the outer part of the Earth happen
because of various types of landformevolution and
different kinds of weather mechanism.



NATURAL DISASTERS INCLUDE.

�Earthquakes.
�Floods.
�Avalanches.
� Landslides & mud flow.� Landslides & mud flow.
�Cloud bursts.
�Droughts
�Tsunamis.
�Cyclones/typhoons.
�Dam bursts.
�Volcanoes.







What are the processes that result in first order relief of the Earth’s surface?







�An earthquake , tremor or temblor is the result of a sudden
release of energy in the Earth’s crust that creates seismic waves.
�It is estimated that around 500,000 earthquakes occur each
year,detectablewith currentinstrumentation.year,detectablewith currentinstrumentation.
� About 100,000 of these can be felt by people with varied
intensity.
� Minor earthquakes occur nearly constantly around the world
in all places.
� Larger earthquakes occur less frequently.



�The relationship between the two, larger and minor, is
exponential; for example, roughly ten times as many earthquakes
larger than magnitude 4 occur in a particular time period than
earthquakes larger than magnitude 5.

�In general,for example,it hasbeencalculatedthat the average�In general,for example,it hasbeencalculatedthat the average
recurrences ina particular geographic regionare:

�an earthquake of 3.7–4.6 every year,
�an earthquake of 4.7–5.5 every 10 years,
� and an earthquake of 5.6 or larger every 100 year, based on
Gutenberg-Richter law.



MAGNITUDE 

EARTH QUAKE GRAPH OF PAST 
112 YEARS



Distribution of earthquakes and the density of population - the most vulnerable 

countries are located around the Asia and Pacific Ocean



Interplay of plates  tremble earth; a major cause



Earth’s internal disturbances are transmitted to outer surface 



Sumatra, Indonesia Magnitude 9.1, 227,898 deaths, Dec. 26, 2004 



Kanto, Japan, Sept. 1, 1923 Mw 7.9  Dead  142,800 



Kashmir Earthquake  8 Oct 2005 Mw 7.6  100000 dead



About 59 per cent  land area of 

India is vulnerable to  seismic  

hazard

Zone Intensity

V Very High Risk  9 Mw &

above intensity

IV High risk intensity zone 

Seismic Intensity Map of India      

IV High risk intensity zone 

8Mw

III Moderate risk intensity 

zone 7Mw

II Low risk intensity zone 

6 Mw

I Least intensity zone less 

than 5Mw



Effects of earthquakes
Apart from Shaking and ground rupture, Landslides 
and avalanches,Fires, Soil liquefaction are generated –
all physical changes.

However, the most worst are its Human impacts



S.No Country /Date Magnitude Casualities

1. Shensi, China, Jan. 23, 1856 About 8 830,000

2. Tangshan, China, July 27, 1976 7.5 655,000

3. Bihar,India 1934 8.1 30,000

4. Sumatra, Indonesia, Dec. 26, 2004 9.1 227,898 

EARTH QUAKE - HUMAN CASUALITIE

5. Haiti, Jan 12, 2010 7.0 222,570 

6. Kangra, India 1905 7.8 20,000

7. Haiyuan, Ningxia , China, Dec. 16, 1920 7.8 200,000

8. Gujarat, India‘ 26 Jan 2001 7.7 200,00

9. Kanto, Japan, Sept. 1, 1923 7.9 . 142,800

10. Kashmir: India & PoK 7.6 About 88000  





Seismic Region

No. of Earthquakes with Magnitude

Return Period5 -5.9                6 – 6.9              7 – 7.9               8+

Kashmir & Western 
Himalayas 25 7 2 1 2.5 – 3years

Central Himalayas 68 28 4 1 1year

Region Wise Frequency of Occurrence of Earthquakes 
From 1900 -2010

North East India 200 128 15 4 <4months

Indo Gangetic Basin and 
Rajasthan 14 6 - - 5years

Cambey & Rann of 
Kutch 4 4 1 1 25years

Peninsular India 31 10 - - 2.5 -3years

Andaman& Nicobar 
Islands 80 68 1 1 <8mpnths



Date October 8, 2005

Magnitude 7.6 Mw

Depth 10 km (6.2 miles)

Epicentre Muzzafarabad (Pok)

Countries or regions Pakistan, India, Afghanistan

Kashmir earthquake 2005

Countries or regions Pakistan, India, Afghanistan

Casualties 100,000 dead 

138,000 injured

3.5 million displaced

18
th

deadliest earthquake of all times

Pakistan 97350 dead    10000+injured

India 1360 dead        4500+ injured

Afghanistan 4 dead                ---





The 2005 Kashmir earthquake badly damaged the town of Balakot in north-western 

Pakistan. Debris littered walkways and roads, making relief access difficult



Impact of earthquake on road  linkages



Destruction by 2005 Kashmir Earth Quake



Kashmir 2005  7.6Mw 100000 dead
Potential of affecting the population property and structures 

Weak-built Structures well-built Structures



MITIGATION FOR EARTH QUAKES

Mitigation of seismic motion is an important factor in
earthquake engineering and construction in earthquake-prone
areas. The destabilizing action of an earthquake on
constructions may be direct (seismic motion of the ground) or
indirect (earthquake-induced landslides, liquefaction of the
foundation. Seismicmitigation can take a numberof formsfoundation. Seismicmitigation can take a numberof forms
from public information, to preparing for the primary and
secondary affects of earthquakes, to adopting or modify
building codes, to modifying existing critical structures.



�The first step in mitigating against an earthquake is to
prioritize what deserves to be protected based on
preferences, like at critical facilities and medical attention or
shelter is provided.

� The second priority should include the lifelines for
community. This is the critical infrastructurethat providescommunity. This is the critical infrastructurethat provides
electricity, water, and food.

�The third priority should be commercial and industrial
buildings or large apartment buildings. These are the types of
structures that can have the most severely impact an
earthquake



Snow Avalanches

�An avalanche is a geophysical hazard involving a slide of a large
snowor rock mass down a mountainside and can move as fast; up
to 124mph.

� As avalanches move down the slope they may entrain snow
from thesnowpackandgrow in size. Thesnowmayalsomix withfrom thesnowpackandgrow in size. Thesnowmayalsomix with
the air and forma powder cloud avalanche. The powder cloud is a
turbulent suspension of snowparticles that flows as a gravity
current.

�it is one of the major dangers faced in the mountains in winter.



Avalanches can be caused by

� SnowMelting - Quickly.

�Snow Freezing, Melting Then Freezing Again –
Freethaw.Freethaw.

�A Loud Noise Or An Earth Tremor.

�Other local & minor.



�Preventative measures are employed in areas where
avalanches pose a significant threat to people by damaging and
blocking settlements, towns, ads and other communication
linkages thereby affecting their livelihood pattern.

�There are several ways to prevent avalanches and lessen their
power and destruction;

� active preventative measures reduce the likelihood and
size of avalanches by disrupting the structure of the
snowpack.
� passive measures reinforce and stabilize the snowpack in
situ.

� The simplest active measure is by repeatedly travelling on a
snowpack.



Melting of snowand glaciers can cause flooding and soil erosion.
Rising temperatures will cause shifts in crop growing seasons which
affects food security and changes in the distribution of disease
vectors putting more people at risk fromdiseases such as malaria
and dengue fever. Temperature increases will potentially severely
increase rates of extinction for many habitats and species (up to 30
percentwith a2° C risein temperature).percentwith a2° C risein temperature).



Mitigation
To mitigate the avalanche impacts ;

� vulnerable areas are to be mapped.
�construction of artificial barriers like;
�snownet (snownet)
� rigid fence-like structure (snowfence),
�earth mounds
�along transportationcorridors, large shelters,called snow�along transportationcorridors, large shelters,called snow
sheds built directly in the slide path of an avalanche to protect
traffic from avalanches.





Snow barriers 



Snow storms threatens mobility



Delay in snow clearance   -Lifeline comes to halt 



Areas and geographic locations  remain cut off from each other



landslides
A landslide is a disaster involving elements of the ground,
including rocks, trees, parts of houses, and anything else which
may happen to be swept away.

Landslides can be caused by an earthquake, volcanic eruptions,
or general instability in the surrounding land. Mudslides oror general instability in the surrounding land. Mudslides or
mudflows, are a special case of landslides, in which heavy
rainfall causes loose soil on steep terrain to collapse and slide
downwards.



Landslides similar to avalanches  caused by cloud bursts cause havoc Leh, Ladakh 



Landslide 



�The major impacts and threats of global warming are widespread.
Increasing ocean temperatures cause thermal expansion of the oceans
and in combination with melt water is causing sea level rise. Sea
levels rose during the 20th century by 0.17 meters. By 2100, sea
level is expected to rise between 0.18 and 0.59 met.

�As a result of global warming, the type, frequency and intensity of
extremeevents,suchas tropical cyclones(including hurricanesandextremeevents,suchas tropical cyclones(including hurricanesand
typhoons), floods, droughts and heavy precipitation events, are
expected to rise even with relatively small average temperature
increases. Changes in some types of extreme events have already
been observed, for example, increases in the frequency and intensity
of heat waves and heavy precipitation events have increased the
intensity of floods globally.



Floods
�A flood is an overflow of an expanse of water that
submerges land, a deluge. It is usually due to the volume of
water within a body of water, such as a river or lake,
exceeding the total capacity of the body, and as a result some
of the water flows outside of the normal perimeter of the
body. It can also occur in rivers, when the strength of the
river is so high it flows right out of the river channel ,
usuallyat cornersor meanders.usuallyat cornersor meanders.







State Area liable to Floods

(million Ha.)

State Area liable to Floods

(million Ha.)

1. Andhra Pradesh 1.39 12. Manipur 0.08

2. Assam 3.15 13. Meghalaya 0.02

3. Bihar 4.26 14. Orissa 1.40

4. Gujarat 1.39 15. Punjab 3.70

5. Haryana 2.35 16. Rajasthan 3.26

6. Himachal Pradesh 0.23 17. Tamil Nadu 0.45

7. Jammu & Kashmir 0.08 18. Tripura 0.33

8. Karnataka 0.02 19. Uttar Pradesh 7.336

9.Kerala 0.87 20. West Bengal 2.65

10. Madhya Pradesh 0.26 21. Delhi 0.05

11. Maharashtra 0.23 22. Pondicherry 0.01

Source: ministry of Water Resources, Government of

India

Total 33.516



Impacts and Damages by Floods 1953 -2010



At least 200,000 homes in Karnataka have been destroyed and nearly 1,500 

villages and towns wholly or partially flooded. 



Floods cause havoc in northern  India uttarakhand



people carry their belongings on a horse cart to leave for safe land during a flash 

flood on the banks of the River Tawi in Jammu, India



Drought

A drought is an extended period of months or years when a
region suffers a severe deficiency in its water supply.
Generally, this occurs when a region receives consistently
belowaverage rainfall.

Most of the drought-prone areas are found in arid, semi-arid,
and sub-humid regions of the country, which experience less
thanaverageannualrainfall.thanaverageannualrainfall.

Some geographic areas like Africa are worst hit as In 1968 a
drought was set in Africa and after a lapse of five years rain
precipitated again.



�Broadly, the drought-affected areas in India can be divided into two
tracts.
�The first tract comprising the desert and the semi-arid regions covers
an area of 0.6 million sq. km. It is rectangle shaped area whose one
side extends fromAhmadabad to Kanpur and the other fromKanpur to
Jullundur. In this region, rainfall is less than 75cmand at some places
it is even less than 40cm.
�The second tract comprises the regions east of the Western Ghats up
to adistanceof about300km from coast.to adistanceof about300km from coast.
�This region is thickly populated and periodic droughts cause
considerable suffering and distress.



�Out of the total geographical area of India, almost one-sixth area with
12% of the population is drought prone;

�The areas that receive an annual rainfall up to 60 cm are severe drought
prone.

Rajasthan is one of the most drought prone areas of India with11 districts of the
state are in arid regions. Groundwater level in a particulardistrict is 125–250 ft deep
andat someplaces400 ft deep. The rainfall in the district is extremelylow at 164andat someplaces400 ft deep. The rainfall in the district is extremelylow at 164
mm. Out of 365 days of a year, on an average 355 days are dry.
Other drought prone areas in India are :
•Tirunelveli district in Tamil Nadu, Coimbatore area in Kerala,Saurashtra and Kutch
regions in Gujarat,Mirzapur plateau and Palamu regions in Uttar Pradesh,Purulia
district of West Bengal and Kalahandi region of Orissa. Drought is a recurrent
phenomenon in Andhra Pradesh where no district is entirely free of droughts.



Low amount of rainfall have a substantial impact on the
ecosystemand agriculture of the affected region. Although
droughts can persist for several years, even a short, intense
drought can cause significant damageand harm the localdrought can cause significant damageand harm the local
economy.
Thus out of the total gross cultivated area of the country, 56
million ha is subject to inadequate rainfall.



Dry Season: The Texas Drought of 2011. A cow is stuck in the mud at 

the bottom of an empty stock tank



Both man and animal crave for water in arid areas of Rajasthan



Natwargadh is in the midst of the worst drought in over a decade. 





Fires and  Bushfire

�Fires are caused by lightning, sparks of electricity or negligence of 
people.

�This particular type of hazard is challenging one in the  cold areas 
where people use traditional means for energy requirements and to 
combat cold like in Kashmir; little negligence render people shelter 
less.less.

� Wind may blow a bushfire to areas where people live.



Kangri- traditional method of an individual’s heating source



Centuries old shrine of Muslim faith gutted in Srinagar, Kashmir 



Scenes of domestic and forest fires in Kashmir



Climate change will have wide-ranging effects on the
environment, and on socio- economic and related sectors,
including water resources, agriculture and food security, human
health, terrestrial ecosystems and biodiversity and coastal zones.
Changesin rainfall pattern are likely to lead to severewaterChangesin rainfall pattern are likely to lead to severewater
shortages and/or flooding.

Global warming, frequency and intensity of extreme events has
generated hazards such as tropical cyclones including hurricanes
and typhoons, floods, droughts and heavy precipitation events, are
expected to rise in most parts of the world.



Cyclone, Hurricane, Tornado or Typhoon

�A Cyclone is a fierce storm with storm winds that spin around �A Cyclone is a fierce storm with storm winds that spin around 
it in a giant circle.

� During a cyclone trees can be uprooted, buildings can be 
destroyed, communication and transport lines destroyed.

















MANMADE DISASTERS
.

�Air, road & rail accidents.
�Nuclear, chemical & biological disasters.�Nuclear, chemical & biological disasters.
�Wars.
�Sabotage.
�Riots.
�Industrial accidents.



Scenes of heart throbbing road accidents in mountainous Kashmir



DISASTER MANAGEMENTDISASTER MANAGEMENT





Since Jammu & Kashmir is a multi-hazard prone State, it
is crucial to have the general masses, sensitized to
various issues of Disaster Management. The state falls in
Seismic Zone IV with the districts of Srinagar and
Baramulla falling in Zone V (Very High Damage Risk
Zone). This warrants that there is an urgent need to
analyzethe risks and make a vulnerability Assessmentanalyzethe risks and make a vulnerability Assessment
within the whole state in general and the most densely
populated urban Centres in particular.



DISASTERS MANAGEMENT

�Mitigation.
�Preparedness.
�Response.
�Recovery.





MITIGATION
Eliminates or reduces the vulnerability or the effects of a disaster.
Mitigation phase begins with conducting hazard identification 
and vulnerability analysis.

Hazard identification and vulnerability analysis is a two step Hazard identification and vulnerability analysis is a two step 
process :-

�Hazard is identified which has the potential of affecting the 
population.
�How people, property and structures will be affected by the 
disastrous event(degree of destruction).



PREPAREDNESS
State of being ready to react promptly and effectively in 
the event of an emergency.

�Being prepared means that a plan of action exists for 
an emergency.an emergency.

�Depends upon the analysis of hazard severity and 
vulnerability.

�Preparedness Plan - to provide a systematic way of 
responding to an emergency situation.



PREPAREDNESS PLAN

�Identification of possible emergency situations which
may occur in an area.
�Deployment of officer in charge in case of emergency.
�Developing a strategy for activities likely to be
undertaken and resources which could be of use.
�Identifying governmentbodiesresponsibleto respondin�Identifying governmentbodiesresponsibleto respondin
case of emergency.
�Establishment of Emergency Operation Centre (EOC) or
Control Roomto carry on emergency operations.



RESPONSE
Response activities occur during and immediately following a
disaster designed to provide emergency assistance to victims of the
event and reduce the likelihood of secondary damage.

Thefive basicstagesof responseto anemergencyor disasterare:-Thefive basicstagesof responseto anemergencyor disasterare:-

�Notification/ Warning.
�Immediate Public Safety.
�Property Security.
�Public Welfare.
�Restoration.



RECOVERY
Final phase of the emergency management cycle continues until
all systems return to normal, or near normal.
Short term recovery is the restoration of vital services and
facilities to minimumstandards of operation and safety.
Long termrecovery may include the complete redevelopment of
damagedareas.damagedareas.



Thank You for your patienceThank You for your patience


